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Annotation: In this article highlights of effective ways to teach grammar of 
English language.  
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-ing: 1. N (building) 2. Adj. (striking) 3. Part, (working) 4. Ger. (reading) 5. Prep, 
(following) 6. Conj. (providing) 7. Adv. (notwithstanding). 
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     fail.      fail 
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         The 
author failed to show this in rats'...     '; Hyperkalemia failed 
to influenae steroi-dogenesis in the bullfrog. '     

  '; The content in ribonuclease of peptide group hydrogen 
atoms failing to exchange within 4 days...     
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 This finding suggests that...       

 ing-  finding        
    ing-      meeting, 

   ing-         
     find    

This n be done by finding   the vector sum of the 
horizontal displacements of all points on the Earth's surface.    

       
      

     finding   
 ing-        The 

findings  of detailed analysis will be published elsewhere later.... ' -
         

 has confirmed the ealier finding  that...   
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morning star      
resting potential       

  
swimming-pool        

    
convincing evidence     

 
digging insects      
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  Students study ing  cause of a language 
Splitting into dialects       -

       
        

         
     

instrument for detecting      
   

the problem in reviewing       
  

capacity for absorbing     
 

Ing-    in, for, of (in, of, for + V ing)    
       

They succeeded in obtaining... '...  ...'; 
Climate is capable of influencing culture '...     

(  )'; 
capable for retaining water '  ...'' 
Ing-    in (in + V ing)      
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in considering  2)   
in solV ing 3)    
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The following year, Schwartz was informed that his request for summer 
employment had been denied; These studies demonstrate the presence in rat spleens of 
a ribosomal bound ribonuclease, the activity of which is markedly reduced following 
immunization. 

The most striking quality I have observed in this wood is its capacity for retaining 
water; As the means of Classification the success of the periodic arrangement was 
striking. 
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1. astounding    
astonishing    
striking  

2. failing    
lacking    
missing  

 
3. exasperating   
exhausting    
tiring     
exacting 
4. concerning  , ; 
regarding   ,   
relating to   
pertaining  
respecting. 
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1.   N5 + of/for + V ing ing-  :  

         
 

possibility f using     
 

2.   Adj./v6 + of + V ing ing-   
  capable of infmencing     

3.   N + V ing ing-     -
 -   -     

  Alkali remaining in the Solution    
      

4.  ing-        
  Det. + V ing + N,      

          freezing-
point    

       ing-   
 N + V ing+ N,  ing-     

peptide-containing proteins - -
 ; ,  ; 

antibody-secreting cells -  
   

catton-growing republics -  
. 

5.   by + V ing ing-     (-
 -  -          

+     
1)    

by stretching the fiber   2 )    
3)    



6.   without + V ing ing-    
          

 
1)   

without changing 2)   
      
           

        
 

   Det. + V ing + N ing-    1) 
 2)  3)       

    
1) the resting potential  
2)  swimming boy Det. + V ing + N 
3) a burning problem  
 

 
 

      
 

1.      Det. + V ing + N,  
 N + of/for + V ing         

ing-       
    

the resting potential = the potential of resting '  '; 
the opening ceremony = the ceremony of opening '  '; 
the building materials = the materials for biilding    
2.    Det. -f- V ing -f- N    

      ing-
       

 swimming b  =  boy who is swimming '  . 
3.           

      ing-   
 

 burning problem   problem of / for burning,    problem 
that is burning,          

   burning     



     burning problem '  
  .[3:14] 
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astonishing 
astounding striking 
surprising annoying 
exacting exasperating 
exhausting tiring  

missing 
lacking 
fascinating 
charming 
exciting  
intriguing  
tempting 
misleading 
convincing 
untiring 
encouraging 
disappointing 
startling 

according 
to concerning 
regarding 
respecting  

relating 
to pertaining 
considering 
touching  

excepting  
saV ing  
pending  
during  
failing  
following  
owing to 

depending on 
 

providing 
granting 
supposin

g 
 

notwithstandin
g  

running 
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